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DECISION
and

DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT

On November 4, 1981, the Waterford Federation of Classroom Teachers
(Federation) filed a complaint with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations (Labor Board) against the Waterford Board of Education (School Board).
The complaint alleged that the School Board had engaged in and was engaging in
prohibited practices within the meaning of Section lo-153e(b)  of the Act Con-
cerning School Board-Teacher Negotiations (Act) in that it acted on the recom-
mendation of Dr. Patrick Shaughnessy, Superintendent of the Waterford Schools,
changed the stated reason for non-renewal of her teaching contract from
"elimination of position" to "incompetency" because she had sought union
representation for a meeting with a member of the School Board administration.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the matter came
before the Labor Board for hearing at the Labor Department, Wethersfield, on
March 2 and 15, June 1, 2 and 7, 1982. All parties appeared and were repre-
sented by counsel. Full opportunity was given to introduce evidence, examine
and cross-examine witnesses and make argument. Both parties filed written
briefs.

Based upon the whole record before us , we make the following findings of
fact, conclusions of law and order of dismissal.

Findings of Fact

1. The Waterford Board of Education is a lqcal  board of education within
the meaning of the Act.

2. Waterford Federation of Classroom Teachers is an organization of
certified professional employees within the meaning of the Act and has at all
material times been the exclusive statutory bargaining representative of the
teacher unit in the Waterford school system. .



3. From August, 1978 through the 1980-81 school year, Deborah Mundy was
employed by the School Board as a special education teacher.

4. Mundy did not actively participate in nor did she hold any position
in the Federation during the course of her employment.

5. In March, 1980, Enrico DeMatto began his job with the Waterford public
school system as Supervisor of Special Services, in which position he was
responsible for all special education teachers.

6. Prior to the employment of DeMatto, Mundy had had a series of super-
visors including J. M. Miner, Jr., the principal of Cohanzie, the school in
which she worked.

7. DeMatto observed Mundy performing various professional functions out-
side the classroom beginning in March, 1980. He found her performance in those .
areas inadequate.

8. On December 1, 1980, Katherine Shettle began her job with the Waterford
school system as Assistant Supervisor of Special Services.

9. Shettle was assigned to supervise all elementary school special educa-
tion teachers in which capacity she became Mundy's direct supervisor.

10. Shettle observed Mundy's classroom performance on seven occasions from
December, 1980 through February, 1981 (December 4, 8, 11, 1980; January 5, 12,
19, 1981; and February 7, 1981). On each occasion Shettle expressed to Mundy
serious concerns with the adequacy of Mundy's performance in her job as a
special education teacher.

11. On December 9, 1980, the day after her first classroom observation of
Mundy, Shettle first communicated her reservations about Mundy's capabilities
to DeMatto. Shettle and DeMatto had conferences in December, January and Feb-
ruary to monitor Mundy's progress and to discuss their growing concerns over
her lack of improvement.

12. On December 22, 1980, DeMatto wrote a confidential memo to Dr. Patrick
J. Shaughnessy, Superintendent of School;, telling him there was a teacher whom
he might not recommend for tenure , whom he subsequently identified to Shaughnessy
as Mundy. Shaughnessy met with DeMatto and Shettle on several occasions in
kcemberj  January and February to determine how to deal with this teacher whom
they felt was not performing at an acceptable level and was not improving after
close supervision.

13. On February 9, at the conclusion of her seventh classroom evaluation
of Mundy, Shettle told DeMatto that she thought Mundy was not competent to be
a special education teacher.

14. The Administrative Council, a group of administrators who discuss
matters of administrative interest in the school system, met on February 10,
and, following Shaughnessy's instructions, decided which teachers' contracts
would not be renewed due to elimination of positions. Mundy's positon was not
being eliminated and her name was not raised as a teacher to be non-renewed for
the.reason of elimination of position.

15. Shaughnessy, at the Council meeting, also instructed that any other
teachers recommended for non-renewal for reasons other than "elimination of
position" should be reported to him.

16. After the Councii  meeting, Shettle told Frederick Dorsey, Business Mana-
ger for the school system, that DeMatto was prepared to make a recommendation on
Mundy. Dorsey conveyed that message to Shaughnessy.

17. On February 11, DeMatto recommended to Shaughnessy that Mundy's contract
not be renewed because he was dissatisfied with her performance and felt that
she had not improved with supervision. In light of the several meetings in
which Shaughnessy discussed Mundy with DeMatto and/or Shettle, Shaughnessy
accepted DeMatto's recommendation. .
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18. On the same day, Shaughnessy presented to the School Board the posi-
tions he would recommend for elimination and his reasons. He did not recommend
that any special education position,be eliminated.

19. The' School Board'met on February 19 to vote on the positions recom-
mended for elimination by Shaughnessy. They did not include a special education
position in their vote.

20. Shaughnessy did not at that time inform the School Board'of his 'deci-
sion.to non-renew Mundy for incompetence and instructed the other persons who
knew of the decision not to discuss the decision because under Conn. Gen. Stat.
Section 10-151, the School Board sits as the adjudicative panel if.a teacher
.whose  contract is not renewed asks for a hearing.

21. On February 20, Shaughnessy sent to all teachers whose contracts were
being non-renewed, including Mundy, letters informing them that the School Board
would vote on their contracts at the scheduled meeting on Tuesday, February 24.
The letters did not list the reason for non-renewal.

22. On Tuesday, February 24, Dorsey wrote a memorandum for Shaughnessy to
use in preparing for that evening's School Board meeting, listing the teachers
whose contracts were not going to be recommended for renewal and summarizing
the reasons in each case. (Ex. 11). The summary in Mundy's case mentioned her
job performance and lack of improvement.

23. The School Board met on the evening of February 24. It voted on each
teacher as Shaughnessy calied his/her name and stated the reason for termination
as "elimination of position." When Shaughnessy read out Mundy's name he stated
"elimination of position" as the reason for not renewing her contract.

24. At that meeting of the School Board, pickets marched outside and also
entered the building.

25. After the meeting concluded, Dorsey told Shaughnessy of the mistake
made in the reason stated for Mundy's non-renewal.

26. Mundy saw DeMatto after'the meeting and asked to speak with him about
her termination. He said he would call her to arrange a meeting.

27. At 8:30 a.m. the next day, Wednesday, February 25, Shaughnessy met
with Dorsey and DeMatto to discuss the proper procedure for rectifying the mis-
take made the previous evening at the School Board meeting in the stated grounds
for terminating Mundy. They decided to call a special meeting of the School
Board on February 27. Shaughnessy also consulted with Counsel for the School
Board, Richard O'Connor, who said that "other due and sufficient cause" did not
encompass "incompetence."

28. Shaughnessy later that day drafted a letter to Mundy informing her of
the error and of the special meeting of the School Board scheduled to change the
reason for not renewing her contract from "elimination of position" to "incom-
petence."

29. DeMatto called Mundy that evening to set up an appointment for the next
morning. After her conversation with DeMatto, Mundy called Peter Funt, her union
steward, to ask him to accompany her at the meeting with DeMatto the next day.

30. The next morning,Thursday,February 26, when DeMatto arrived at
Cohanzie School to keep his appointment with Mundy, he found both her and her
union steward, Peter Funt, waiting for him. Uncertain how to proceed, DeMatto
called Shaughnessy's office. As he was out of town, Shaughnessy's secretary
called the School Board's counsel who recommended if Mundy would not meet alone
with DeMatto, that the meeting not commence. Mundy chose not to meet with
DeMatto if her steward could not accompany her.

31. Later that afternoon, DeMatto delivered Shaughnessy's letter to Mundy
informing her of a special meeting of the School Board to be held on February 27
to change the grounds for her non-renewal from "elimination of position" to -,
"incompetency" due to the error that Shaughnessy had made at the Tuesday evening
meeting.
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32. At its February 27th special meeting, the School Board voted to
rescind its earlier vote and changed the reason for Mundy's non-renewal to
"incompetence."

Conclusions of Law

1. The decision to change the stated reason for the non-renewal of Deborah
Mundy's teaching contract was based solely upon an intent to correct an error
and not upon anti-union animus or retaliation for Mundy's request for union
representation.

2. The Waterford Board of Education did not engage in prohibited practices
within the meaning of the Act.

Discussion

The narrow question presented in this case is whether the School Board or
its agents (Superintendent Shaughnessy and Special Services Supervisor DeMatto)
caused the stated reason for Mundy's termination to be changed from "elimination
of position" to "incompetence" because she had insisted on union representation
for the Thursday, February 26th,  meeting. The Federation claims the answer to
this question is yes. The School Board claims the answer is no. If the Federa-
tion were to prove its claim,* the School Board would be found by us to have
c0mmitted.a prohibited practice within the meaning of Section lo-153e(b)(l) of
the Act as alleged by the Federation. On the record before us, the Federation
has not proven the facts essential to support its case.

As an initial matter, we should point out that it is not for us to deter-
mine in these proceedings whether Mundy was or was not in fact a competent special
education teacher. That question is not relevant here. However, the question of
whether Shaughnessy and DeMatto believed Mundy to be incompetent is relevant.
In this.regard, evidence concerning whether or not there was a basis upon which
Shaughnessy and DeMatto could form a reasonable belief that Mundy was incompetent
is relevant. If there was not information available to support such a reasonable
belief by Shaughnessy and DeMatto, then we could infer that neither of them ever
believed Mundy to be incompetent and we could further conclude that the motiva-
tion for the listed change for Mundy's termination was something other than a good
faith belief that she was incompetent.

The record before us supports the conclusion that Shaughnessy and DeMatto
did subjectively believe that Mundy was not competent to teach special education.
Mundy was initially employed by the School Board in August, 1978. The evidence
concerning the history of Mundy's evaluations demonstrates a growing concern
with Mundy's teaching ability. The more recent evaluations, which were the most
critical of her performance, should be given the most weight. There are two
reasons for this. First, Mundy had not had consistent supervision prior to the
time DeMatto became Supervisor of Special Education in March, 1981. Before then,
Mundy had had at least four supervisors and thus there was a lack of continuity
in her evaluations. Even during that period, however, her supervisors had
expressed reservations about her teaching abilities. The second reason for
placing greatest weight on Mundy's more recent evaluations is that the determina-
tion of a teacher's ability is built upon accumulative evaluation of performance
as it takes time to adequately and fairly assess someone's competency. Even if
a teacher falters initially, there is some latitude in the process to allow for
development and demonstration of skills, ability and confidence. In the present
case, there was not such improvement shown. Instead, Mundy's supervisors believed
that her problems existed when she began teaching and she had not improved over
time. The record showed that the administration had ongoing and growing concerns
about Mundy's performance which culminated in a decision by DeMatto and then by
Shaughnessy (upon DeMatto's recommendation) on or about February 11, 1981, that
Shaughnessy recommend to the School Board that Mundy's teaching contract be non-
renewed for the reason of incompetence.

* In a complaintcharging discrimination for union activities, the union has
the burden of proving that the employee's union activity was "the cause or a
substantial factor" in the adverse action taken against the employee. See
City of New Haven-, Dec. No. 2159 (1982); -New Britain Board of Education, Dec.,
No. 1791 (197nBeebe  School Transportation, Inc. (Hillman), Dec. No. 1731
(1979).
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Shaughnessy's recommendation that Mundy's teaching contract be non-renewed
was scheduledforthe School Board at its February 24, 1981 public meeting. The
reason which Shaughnessy intended to give to the School Board at that meeting
for Mundy's non-renewal was incompetence. Unfortunately for everyone concerned,
Shaughnessy made a mistake at the meeting which led to misunderstandings and to

the present case.

The predominant subject on the agenda for the February 24th meeting was not
Mundy's non-renewal. Overshadowing that item was the elimination of ten teaching
,positions  and the consequent non-renewal of the contracts of the ten teachers
holding those positions. In addition, and related to these position eliminations,
was the subject of the overall school budget. The position eliminations and the
budget were controversial items generating much emotion and prior public attention.
The February 24th meeting occurred in a highly charged atmosphere accompanied by
teachers carrying picket signs both inside and outside the building.* It was in
this atmosphere that Shaughnessy read off the names of the total of eleven teachers
whose contracts were being recommended for non-renewal. As he read each ;;;;vi'iual
name, Shaughnessy stated the reason for the non-renewal recommendation.
came to Mundy's name, Shaughnessy stated "elimination of position" as the reason
for non-renewal as he had done for the other ten non-renewals.

At the conclusion of the meeting, two things occurred. One was that Dorsey
told Shaughnessy of his mistake in stating the reason for Mundy's termination.
Because the meeting had concluded, it was too late to correct the error at that
meeting. The other was that Mundy approached DeMatto and asked to meet with him
about her termination. DeMatto agreed to arrange a meeting. Nothing was said
about union representation.

The following morning, February 25th,  Shaughnessy, DeMatto and Dorsey met
to discuss what procedure should be used to correct the mistake made by Shaughnessy
the previous night at the School Board meeting. They decided that it would be
necessary to call a special meeting of the School Board for February 27th to
correct the error. Later that day, Shaughnessy drafted a letter to Mundy inform-
ing her of the date of the special meeting and its purpose. (Ex. 4)

On the afternoon of February 25th,  DeMatto contacted Mundy to arrange the
meeting which she had requested on the previous evening. DeMatto and Mundy
arranged the meeting for the following day, February 26. In making these arrange-
ments, neither DeMatto nor Mundy said anything about union representation.

On the morning of the following day, Mundy arrived for the meeting at DeMatto's
office accompanied by her union steward. DeMatto was surprised that Mundy had
brought union representation and was uncertain how to proceed. He called Shaugh-
nessy's office for direction, but Shaughnessy was out of town. Shaughnessy's
secretary then called the School Board's counsel on behalf of DeMatto, and
received advice that if Mundy would not meet alone then the meeting should be
cancelled.** Mundy did not want to meet without her union representative present
and the meeting was therefore not held. That afternoon, DeMatto delivered
Shaughnessy's letter (Ex. 4) to Mundy.

From what Mundy and the Union could see at the time, it is quite understand-
able that upon receiving Mundy's letter, they believed that the change in the
reason for Mundy's non-renewal was prompted by her request for union representa-
tion. However, the complete picture which evolved at the hearing showed that

* In its brief, the Federation characterized the circumstances of the meeting
as follows:

"The setting of the Board's decision to accept the recommenda-
tion was far from anyone's description of it as 'normal.' We learned
from others of intense emotions, pickets, articles in the newspaper,
the press -- a charged atmosphere. The union was assembled in force
and the a
acted." 9

itated crowd heard each person's name called as the Board
Fed. Br. p. 7)

** DeMatto was not under a legal obligation to hold the meeting. If DeMatto
himself had insisted that the meeting take place and that it take place without
union representation, he would have violated the Act. See NLRB v. Weingarten,
420 U.S. 251 (1975); Trumbull Board of Education, Dec. No. 1635 (1978); Town of .
Watertown, Dec. No. 1787 (1979); State Department of Education, Dec. No. 2165
(1982).
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this appearance was misleading and the belief formed on that misleading appear-
ance was erroneous. As the record from the hearing shows, the decision to non-
renew Mundy for incompetence was made well in advance of the February 24th
School Board meeting; the decision to non-renew for incompetence was made in
a good faith belief that Mundy was not competent ; in the charged and emotional
atmosphere of the February 24th meeting, Shaughnessy'made a regrettable mistake
when stating the reason for Mundy's non-renewal; the mistake was brought to
Shaughnessy's attention immediately after the meeting, and the following morning
(February 25th).the decision was made to change (correct) the reason given by
arranging a special School Board meeting and to notify Mundy. It was not until
the following morning, February 26th,  that Mundy sought to bring union repre-
sentation into the picture. Because the decision to correct the stated reason
for Mundy's termination preceded her request for union representation, it is
clear that Mundy's request can not be found to have caused the decision to
correct the stated reason for her termination.

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Act Concerning School Board-Teacher Negotiations,
it is

ORDERED, that the complaint filed herein be, and the same hereby is,
dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Kenneth A. Stroble
Kenneth A. Stroble

s/ Patricia V, Low
Patricia V. Low
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